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TREKKING PAST AND PLEASANT 

Nepal trekking then and now 

By Major John Burlison 2GR 

 

In Autumn 2016 I went for a trek in the Annapurna Valley area of Nepal with some friends and 

this will probably be my last trek; round Ghandruk and back.  How different trekking is now from 

earlier days – fifty years ago!  

There are now rough roads over the Hills which allowed us to have a backup vehicle for anybody 

feeling weak or wobbly; porters, guides and lodges all have mobile telephones so we could keep 

in touch and monitor progress. At night the hill sides sparkle with the village lights from their 

mini generators.  Sadly the snowline on the mountains is getting higher and in twelve years’ time, 

a climber told me, snow will be scarce. He added that climbing will be prohibitively dangerous 

from the likely increase of rockfall. And when we were there the grime and dust in Kathmandu 

was atrocious.  

One of our party wore a gadget that told us how far we had walked, which was a total of 80 miles 

in 20 hours burning off about 50,000 calories; and that Nepal’s idea of ‘level ground’ is indeed ‘a 

little bit up and a little bit down’, as one of the porters joyfully expressed it! Then when home and 

sorting out the photographs I came to think that the digital pictures of today are half the quality, 

resolution and clarity of the slides I have from my old Ashai Pentax ‘Spotmatic’ with its various 

lenses some fifty years ago.  

 

‘YOU WALK’ 

It was about 1965 that I first was sent on a ’Directed Trek’, as were all subalterns newly arrived in 

the Brigade of Gurkhas in those days. We were sent to Nepal to assist those running the recruiting 

and pension paying operations in the country, and thus were ‘directed’ where to go and what to 

do. 

To get to Nepal I sailed from Singapore to Calcutta, then travelled by train across the north of 

India for four or five days stopping each night at a station with a suitable hotel which had been 

booked for meals and a bed and to which I was escorted by a smart ‘Movement’ NCO in a red-

covered hat. The final destination was Gorakpur, from where I went by road across the border to 

Butwal and on to Paklihawa, the British Gurkha Centre in west Nepal. There I was accommodated 

in a large marquee, half of which was bedroom half bathroom, to be looked after by an old 

retained ‘bearer’ named ‘Simbal’. 

In the morning I met the OIC who I think was Gordon MacDonald, who said: “Once we get you 

organised you can set off to Pokhara. Jimmy Roberts has some jobs for you. You can have 

Chritrabahadur as porter and guide”. “How do we go”, I asked. “You walk” he said. “About four 

or five days.”  Thus was my first Nepal trek. 

I was paid allowances for food which I handed over to Chitra to make the purchases, signed for 

various tents and camping equipment, and early the following morning we set off. The first thing I 

saw was the army of men hammering away at the mountain side optimistically making the road 

up to Pokhara. 
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1  Road building 

 
 

Chitra was a man of about thirty years with few words but with great unspoken strength and 

sagacity and with an obvious experience of naïve British young officers who could hardly speak 

Nepali; and who were way beyond their natural environment and miles of out their ‘comfort 

zone’. Christopher Bullock had trekked the year before I had heard him sing Chitra’s praises.  

We walked on and luckily I was fit enough to keep going. I loved the countryside, the views and 

scenery and was fascinated by the people and the villages. The food was another matter. The plain 

dhal bhat  was a novelty, or shock to the system, to live on for three weeks hiking but I survived. 

The first bridge that we met sent shivers down my spine but again I managed. One flawed me 

completely. It was a long low build bridge whose lateral wires were level with my knees leaving 

the rest of my body way above. I felt unstable and about to topple over the side! Chitra said I 

should try it on all fours which was fine until suddenly a herd of goats appeared at the other end 

and charged across, now at the level of my head. “Stay still” shouted Chitra as the animals 

scrambled and pushed passed me leaving a trail of poo pellets for me to crawl over. 

 

 
3  Cantilever bridge 

 
 

    

4  Single Plank Bridge 

2  Road Traffic 
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5  Pully Bridge 

 

  

6  A modern steel 'julungi' Bridge 

 

I recalled this experience to friends later, which gave rise to the jingle: 

When trekking in the Himalayas, 

A constant theme at morning prayers, 

Despite the mud and stone and midges: 

God grant today be free of bridges! 

 

Days later we got on to Pokhara camp, or Post, as it was officially designated and I did the jobs 

assigned. On the way through I had seen the rough stony air strip at the bottom of town and 

observed it covered in cows and goats grazing the grassy bits, and how the incoming ‘Dakota’ 

aircraft, one or two a day, had make a low sweep along its length to clear the animals and children  

off to allow it to land. To one side was a large shade tree beneath which at chair and table sat a 

clerk; this was the airline office selling tickets and checking passengers. 

In those days when all passengers were loaded into the old DC3 Dakota aircraft and ‘the office’, 

under the shade tree, reckoned it was time to depart, the control tower would sound the siren to 

summon the pilot back from whichever bar he had gone for a beer, to carry on his flying duties! 
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7  Pokhara Air Field 

Having finished the assigned work in Pokhara, which mainly involved visiting house-bound old 

soldiers and widows outside the town to check on their condition and to pay pensions, I was told I 

could have a rest and then move on to Kathmandu. “How do we go”, I asked. “You walk”, was 

the inevitable reply. “About four or five days should do along the ridge tops”. 

I remember enjoying the first few days going along the tops of the hills leading to Kathmandu but 

then the conditions became dull and boring as we neared the more populated areas and my 

interest waned. I do recall a marvellous river experience with Chitra when we were faced with a 

raging torrent of icy water to get across. “How are we going get over this?” I asked. And I got the 

now familiar answer: “We walk”. “But the stones are slippery, the water running fast, and its 

freezing”, I pointed out. “Don’t worry” he said. “I’ll hold you up. Anyway you won’t get far on 

the bridge over this river. I’m told there are not many foot planks left to walk on.”  

The chill water was up to my thighs and reached his mid-rift as we set off. I think he had a 

practised technique for getting terrified officers across raging icy rivers; he walked alongside me 

with his fist pressed against the top of my arm to correct my balance. As we stumbled through the 

water it must have looked like me with a flying buttress support, as Chitra was about one foot 

shorter that me in height. 

Eventually we got into Kathmandu, where traffic lights had just arrived and excited the 

population when they changed to Red, and I was sent off to the ‘Royal’ hotel. This had earlier 

been a royal palace, and was still adorned with the trophies of hunting and shooting big game. I 

remember having to get up in the night and then tripping over the head of some animal skin on 

the flag stone floor. 
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Thus my first trek had been to walk for about ten days from Paklihawa, north to Pokhara and then 

east onto to Kathmandu, now a direct flight of about twenty minutes. Many other treks were to 

follow. 

 

RECRUITING TREKS 

In the mid-1980s I the Recruiting Officer in Pokhara and seemed to spend most of my time 

walking The Hills.  In fact a Paymaster worked out that I possibly walked 500 miles over the 

central and western areas in the job.  

There were several ways to conduct these official treks: travelling light, moving fast and dossing 

down in villages, or taking a household of porters and tents, moving to a central spot from which 

to visit the surrounding area; I choose the latter. Anyway I had been warned by my predecessor 

that to receive the hospitality of someone by staying in the family house could imply an 

agreement to recruit the son of the house, which could be invidious.  

Thus I would go out for five or six weeks with a small team in support. When we arrived where 

we wanted to stay, which would always be an open field or grassy pasture, we had a drill for 

setting up camp as quickly and effectively as could be. The porters would put up the tents, and 

collect water, the cook would go off to get a chicken, some fresh vegetables & fruit to supplement 

the rations we were carrying, somebody else would go off to contact a nearby village, leaving me 

to collect wood for the fire, a job considered to require no skill or knowledge and thus to be within 

my abilities.  

We pitched camp on one occasion on a glade under trees between fields and within easy distance 

of two villages. In the middle of the night I suddenly felt bitterly cold and very anxious, for no 

reason. There was then a great clattering and banging from where we had stacked our cooking 

pots and pans. I thought some animal had attacked our kitchen area, and I went back to sleep. In 

the morning the porters were reticent about the incident and as no damage had been done I asked 

no further. When we got to the next village they asked where we had camped and on hearing 

where it was said “Oh dear that is where one of our women killed herself three days ago”:  had we 

slept well? I quite believe it was a ghostly visitation that we experienced in the night, but said 

nothing.   

One of my treks took me round the Annapurna Circuit and over the Thorung La pass at seventeen 

thousand feet. I was still shaking off a bout of ‘flu when I started out and was not surprised that I 

felt weak and wobbly the higher I got. This then turned to a form of altitude sickness about which 

I had heard and read. I felt very dreamy in the head and dizzy when I lay down. I knew that the 

only remedy was to reduce height but the quickest way to do that was to carry on to the top and 

then down the other side. I warned the porters that I was never to be left alone lest I did 

something stupid like jump over a precipice which one’s affected mind suggested was the 

quickest way down. I managed to drag myself up the last bit of the ascent and then rejoiced in the 

canter downhill to Muktinath on the other side, and recovery.  

On another occasion I was trying to find men suitable for enlistment from the uplands of poverty 

in the west and to spread the benefits of being in the British Army beyond our usual recruiting 

parishes around more affluent Pokhara. It was winter and I recognised the snow cloud formations 

from my skiing days and indeed my small barometer confirmed that these were the right 
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conditions for snowfall. I got the porters to walk down the path ahead of us and stick long poles in 

the ground to mark the route out for the next day. They thought I was mad but happily complied. 

In the middle of the night there was banging on my tent and plaintive cries of “Can we come in to 

your tent as the snow has collapsed ours”! The morning scenery was beautiful and pristine with a 

virgin-snow covering of about a foot. It was amazing to see in the snow the foot marks of so many 

animals which otherwise would not have been apparent.  We followed the rout out marked by the 

sticks, me feeling very smug that my hunch was right about the advent of snow and that the 

scheme to mark the way out was necessary. But also wondering if this wasn’t the reason why my 

predecessors hadn’t recruited much from this area!    

At the end of three years in the job, and having recruited about 500 new soldiers, I was probably a 

bit blasé about trekking and complaisant about walking in the Himalayas. I went all over the 

central and west Nepal area and to places tourist never saw. As I was to learn, you could pay a 

fortune to do this and here was I being paid to do it! 

 

TREKS WITH FRIENDS 

Over the last few years I have been back to the Himalayas several times and often accompanied by 

friends. It started when I worked in Third World Development and took on several aid jobs in 

Nepal. I discovered a very good company to organise my treks who offered all that I would seek 

on a trek and more: their own porters, lodges with good food, loos and hot water, and do all the 

admin involved in trekking.  

The friends who sometimes came along were usually not new to the experience of safaris, 

holidays involving physical activity and all that, but I did have to remind them to get physically 

prepared for hill walking. “No problem”, said one lovely wife who lived in London. “I’m walking 

much faster now between Harrods and Harvey Nicks”!    

On one trip during the period when Nepal was disturbed with the Maoist unrest we were 

staggering up to Ghandruk and on entering the village came across an armed soldier. “What are 

you here for?” asked one of the group. “Maoists” said the soldier but my friend thought he had 

said “Mouses”. He then asked me if the lodge we were staying in was free from the mice evidently 

rampant in the village for which armed guards were deployed!    

Of the fifty or so people who had asked to come with me over about a dozen years only one lady 

retired hurt. She slipped crossing a small hill stream and landed badly fracturing her ankle. She 

was not small but the porters, one at a time, managed to carry her, piggy-back, to the top of the 

hill where there was a rough cart track and where we could call for a vehicle. There are now many 

such tracks running over the Hills on which with care and driver’s determination vehicles can just 

about travel; the pain in your legs from walking is thus transferred to your backside from being 

bounced around in the vehicle on the rocky surface.  But we found that usually the walkers 

arrived before the vehicle party! 

On earlier treks one never met another European or foreign person in the Hills; now you can be 

following a queue of Americans or Australians over a bridge, or a gaggle of Chinese or Japanese 

along the trail. Village lodges echo to the cackle of many nations and most have wi-fi to the rest of 

the world. Pokhara camp, all those years ago, had no international telephone, so when visiting 
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Generals or Ministers said to their accompanying staff officer “give a call to the London office and 

see what’s happening” and I would have to say “sorry no telephone”!  

It is very enjoyable walking through the villages and farmlands of the Himalayas with interested 

and well-informed friends whose backgrounds and previous experience would often contribute to 

their observations of our surroundings. Indeed it was one of my friends who observed that Nepal 

is a country over endowed with beauty and delightful, resilient and resourceful people.  

How the circumstances of trekking have changed since first I was there in the mid-1960s! Nepal is 

no longer one large public lavatory, smelling as such and ‘watch where you walk’. There appears 

a degree of prosperity, or at least less dire poverty, there are many schools and they seem 

moderately well equipped, and there are now medical ‘first aid’ clinics and indeed some hospitals 

to be found out in the Hill areas. Electric pylons carrying power lines are common sights amongst 

the trees and fields as are decent sources of running water. Pokhara too has developed over the 

years and is very cosmopolitan. When I lived there the town had one small Roman Catholic 

church with a Sunday Mass congregation of about twenty, now Pokhara has three such churches 

and Kathmandu has a very fine RC Cathedral.  

 

8  Heavy Loads 

Nepal itself has developed into a pleasant country no longer presenting a peasant society and now 

with some prospering commercial middle class elements, but don’t ask me where the money 

comes from! You only have to go to the marvellous Kaiser ‘World of Dreams’ garden in Kathmandu 

to witness the rising generation of young Nepalis canoodling amongst the flowering cannas and 

fountains while thumbing their i-pads to realise how things have changed. However, Thamel, next 
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door, remains fascinating and a vibrant area of flamboyant merchants still offering, I’m told, 

‘everything from a plug of opium to a blade for your bull dozer’; and of course the famous Karma 

Sutra playing cards! 

The charm of the country still lies with the Nepali people whose colourful spirits and warm 

friendliness overcome any tribulations or burdens the nature of their country may impart.  As the 

poet* says:    

"And two things have not altered, 

Since first the worlds began: 

The beauty of the mountains, 

And the bravery of man."    

*From T. P. Cameron Wilson 

 

 


